
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAIL WAYS
(RAIL WAY BOARD)

No.20 16/Sec(Spl )/6/8 New Delhi, dated:06.03.2019

Principal Chief Security Commissioners/RPF,
All Zonal Railways Railway, ICF, KRCL,CORE, Const., RDSO & RPSF.

Director,
JR RPF Academy, Lucknow.

Sub: QRs/Technical Specifications for the security related
equipments -regarding.

The QRs/Technical specifications for the following security related
equipment have been accepted and approved by DG/RPF -

1. X-Ray Baggage Inspection System (Small & Large size) and
2. Micro Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

Hence forth, all the Zonal Railways should procure the above items
required by them strictly as per the laid down Technical Specifications/QRs.

DA/as above. is,
(S.shandilya) ~3
DIG/MAC

Railway Board



Annexure-A

REVISED DRAFT QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENT OF X- RAY BAGGAGE
INSPECTION SYSTEM (SMAll SIZE)

Sl Technical Specifications
No.
i. Minimum Tunnel Size - 60 cm W (with) X 40 cm (Height) or better

2. Conveyor belt speed should be between 0.18 and 0.3 meter per second.
Conveyor movement bidirectional.

3 All machines should operate on 230 VAC, 50 Hz power supply and should
be able to withstand voltage fluctuation in the range of 170 V. Single
phase, 3 to 5 Amp.

4 Conveyor capacity-160 kg or more.
5 Through put should be 200 bags per hour or more
6 Sensor>1000 diodes, L-shaped detector (folded array type), in case of

defective diode arrays, scanning should be disabled and error message
should be displayed on the screen.

7 X-Ray Voltage- maximum 160 KV
8 X-Ray Source/Generator- It should be capable to operate smoothly for a

period of at least six years.
9 Duty cycle-l00%
10 The X-ray beam divergence should be such that the complete image at

maximum size of bag is displayed without corner cuts.
11 The radiation level should not exceed accepted health standard (O.lm

R/Hr at a distance of 5 CM from external housing). Relevant certificate
from AERB.

12. The operating temperature should be OOCto 40°C.
13 STORAGETEMPRETURE OOCto 50°C.
14 Humidity -90%non-condensing.
15 Resolution: The machine should be able to display single un-insulated

tinned copper wire of 42-SWG or 38-AWG. All penetration and resolution
condition should be met without pressing any functional key and should
be online.

16 Penetration should be 35 mm thickness of steel or more.
17 Continuous Electronics Zoom facility should be available to magnify the

chosen area of an image eight times (8X) or more. Image features shall
be keyboard controllable.

18 Video disply-18.5"or better LDC Monitor SVGA High resolution, low
radiation ,flicker free, resolution at least 1280*1024, 24 bit color real
time processing .

._._-------------------------------



19 The machine should have features of multi-energy x-Ray imaging facility
where materials of different atomic number will be displayed in different
colures' to distinguish between organic and inorganic materials. With
this method to distinguish high density organic materials including
explosives .machine should have variable colure or materials stripping to
facilitate the operator to monitor images of organic materials for closer
scrutiny. All suspicious items-(explosive, high density, material narcotics
should be displayed in one mode and that should be on line.

20 Radiation safety:-The machine must comply with requirements of health
and safety regulation with regard to mechanical electrical and radiation
hazards. Before installation of the machine, the supplier/manufacturer
should furnish relevant certificate from atomic energy regulatory board
of India regarding radiation safety .The company manufacturing the
equipment should have ISO certification for manufacturing and servicing
of x- ray screening machines.

21 Film safety:- Guaranteed safety for high speed films up to ISO 1600. The
machine should be film safe in other words photographic films must be
damaged due to x- ray examination.

22 Machine should be properly sealed from all the sides for best proof. Dust
proof cover is to be provided for covering when system is not in use.

23 Facility for variable contrast must be incorporate to allow enhancement
lighter and darker portion of the image.

24 The machine should be so designed that software enhancement can be
easily implemented to take care of new technique in image processing
and pattern recognition.

25 Full diagnostic built in test facility. All modals should have software
controlled diagnosis report facility and system should give printout if
printer is connected.

26 All software features of machine should be online and password protect.
27 Machine should be capable for recalling 15 or more previous image.
28 It should have the capability of archiving 3000 or more images with date

&time stamp.
29 Control desk with security housing and locking provision should be

available. The operate personal identification number can be entered
the keyboard along with generation of log.

30 Facility of image enhancement should be available.
31 All models should have online recording facility and image can be

recorded in CD R/W or and USB and should be able to view images so
recorded on stand-alone Pc.

32 lead impregnated safety screens should be available at either ends of
the tunnel. This should be covered by relevant AERB certificate. Idle
rollers to be provided at either ends of the tunnel to facilitate placing of
baggage at input and output.

33 All softwar.e features should be controlled from key board and of
machine only. Keyboard function should be user friendly. To
enable/disable the software features system should not be rebooted.



34 If the machine fails to penetrate a particular item then an alarm video
and audio both should be generated to notify the operator.

35 The threat image projection (TIP) system software to be incorporated in
all x-Ray BISoperation as per detail given in Annexure-I

36 Copy of all software including X-Ray Software with recovery CD must be
provided.

37 Operating staff has to be provided free training.
38 Operating & service manual shall be provided with each machine.
39 Other Features

a) Edge& variable edge enhancement.
b) Inverse Video
c) Set up time not more than 10 minutes.
d) Pseudo color
e) Date & Time display.

40 Minimum Computer configuration
l.CPU: Should be able to deliver the output to meet the specifications
mentioned

as above.
2.Hard Disk Drive: 500 HB 7200 rpm serial ATA HOD or Better.
3. Mouse: Optical
4. Ports : 6 USB Ports (with at least 2 in Front), 1 Serial Port, 1 Parallel
port, 1 PS/2
Keyboard and IPS2 Mouse Port, audio ports for microphone and
headphone in front.
4. CD-R/RW Drive: DVD Writer.
5. Networking facility: 10/100/1000 on board integrated Network Port
with remote booting facility remote system installation, remote wake up,
out of band management using any standard management software.

41. UPS: - 3KVA or better online with back- up time of Y2 hour to whole
system.

TIPS FEATURE

THREATIMAGE PROJECTION

01 Tip software facility shall be incorporated in the offered X-Ray
machine to assist supervisors in testing the operator alertness and
training X-ray screeners to improve their ability in identifying specific
threat object. The system will create a threat object and the same
will be superimposed on the monitor screen while a bag is being
screened. To acknowledge that the operator has seen the false
object, operator must press the control panel key that will cause the
computer generated threat object to disappear from x-rayed bag
image on the VDU screen. Each operators action shall be recorded in
the hard disc of the computer for the auditing purpose by the
supervisor or other authorized person.



DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
02 Tip software should be compatible with other x-ray technologies such

as automatic reject unit. Dual X-ray screen technologies, automatic
treat recognition system etc. All x-ray image functions must be
available at the same time along with the TIP.

IMAGE LIBRARY
03 The image library should have an image library containing at least

100 explosives devices, 100knives and 100 firearms in various sizes,
shapes, locations and orientation. However, the system shall have
facility to expand the library to incorporate additional images by user
without assistance of the manufacture.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

04 The image library should contain image of threats at different
orientations both plan and end on orientation should be used.
Although these will be assigned different file names and reference, it
must be possible to cross-reference these as the same threat. All
threat image Projection image must be realistic, representative and
non distinguishable from real threat items.
TIME INTERVAL

05 Programming facility shall be available to project threat in different
intervals. The time period for threat image as well as image mix in
percentage shall be user programmable e.g. software shall select
40% images of explosive devices,35% of fire arms &25% knives or
random etc. s

06 Once the screener has responded to identify the computer generated
threat image, it should remain on the screen for a predefined user
programmatic feedback message shall be visible to the screener.
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

07 The threat image projection facility shall have detail of user data-
base such as Department name, screener name, Organization, User
ID Number, level of access such screener, administrator,
Maintenance & Password etc.

08 Access to start up menu should be restricted only to the authorized
individuals. A log- in procedure by means of Password" or "Security
Key" could achieve restricted access to each of the comment. The
log-in procedure should not-take longer than 20 seconds. The system
should have facility to bypass the TIP facility, if programmed so by
the system administrator. It is to be ensured that the TIP software
shall not be hindrance to normal functioning of X-ray machines.

09 When the operator logs-in or long- out message should be displayed
on x-ray BIS VDU Screen to confirm that the / she has been correctly
logged-in or logged-out.
FEED BACK REPORT

10 The threat image projection should be capable of giving feedback "
HIT,MISS or FALSEALARM" message. No message will be presented if
a screener correctly passed as clear bag.



11 A "HIT" message to be presented when a screener has correctly
identified a Threat image Projection Image. A "MISS" message shall
be presented when screener fails to identify the TIP image. A False
Alarm" message shall be given when screener incorrectly indicate TIP
image when in fact no threat image projection is present. The
feedback should clearly indicate in a screen that a tip object has been
correctly identified/ tip object has been missed/that a TIP object has
been missed/no TIP object was present. Information should be
recorded in the database.

12 Different color coding shall be used for feedback to the Screener, It is
recommended that color code "Red for MISS" Green for "HIT" and
Yellow to False Alarm or interrupt" be used.

13 The system shall automatically prepare the daily log of events for
each shift and for each Screener performance. TIP log shall include
particulars of Name of Screener, Time & date of threat image,
weather threat image was successfully indentified or missed etc.

14 The report on Threat Image Projection system may have date and
time (From- to ) as per requirement. Screener particulars, and
decision/outcome i.e. MISS, HIT or False Alarm in percentage as well
in absolute numbers, numbers of bags screened, categories such as
explosives devices knife or weapon etc.

15 As a standard practice, daily/weekly/monthly report shall be
retrieved. Report shall be for any given time and period, as per
command.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

16 All data should be stored on the system for a minimum of two
months after it has been down loaded. No individual, regardless of
access rights to the Threat Image Projection components would
delete or amend any of threat image Projection data or time i. e.
Threat Image Projection data on the actual X-ray machine will be
read only file.



REVISED DRAFT TRIAL DIRECTIVE OF X- RAY BAGGAGE INSPECTION SYSTEM (SMALL SIZE)

SL Technical Specifications TRIAL DIRECTIVE
No.
1. Minimum Tunnel Size - 60 cm W (with) X 40 cm (Height) or To be physically by the BOOthrough measuring instrument.

better
2. Conveyor belt speed should be between 0.18 and 0.3 meter To be physically by the BOOthrough measuring instrument.

per second. Conveyor movement bidirectional.
3 All machine should operate on 230 VAC ,50 Hz power supply Plug the machine through electrical component and check

and should be able to withstand voltage fluctuation in the the operation of the machine within the specified range of
range of 170 V. Single phase ,3 to 5 Amp. power supply.

-----.
4 Conveyor capacity-160 kg or more. To be physically checked,

5 Through put should be 200 bags per hour or more To be physically checked,

-

6 Sensor>1000 diodes, L-shaped detector (folded array type),
in case of defective diode arrays, scanning should be To be physically checked
disabled and error message should be displayed on the
screen.

7 X-RayVoltage- maximum 160 KV Plug the machine through electrical component and verify
the X-Ray voltage on the screen of VDU.

8 X-Ray Source/Generator- It should be capable to operate An OEM certificate be obtained from the Vendor
smoothly for a period of at least six years.

--



9 Duty cycle-100% An OEM certificate be obtained from the Vendor.

10 The X-ray beam divergence should be such that the Place the baggage in the tunnel of machine and see the
complete image at maximum size of bag is displayed image on VDU
without corner cuts.

11 The radiation level should not exceed accepted health An AERBcertificate should be obtained from the Vendors.
standard (O.lm R/Hr at a distance of 5 CM from external
housing). Relevant certificate from AERB.

12. The operating temperature should be OOCto 400e. NABL certificate be obtained from the Vendor.

13 STORAGETEMPRETUREOOCto 500e. NABL certificate be obtained from the Vendor.

14 Humidity -90%non-condensing. NABLcertificate be obtained from the Vendor.

15 Resolution: The machine should be able to display single un- Scan the CTP in operational condition of machine without
insulated tinned copper wire of 42-SWG or 38-AWG. All operating any functional key, thereafter 42-SWG or 38-
penetration and resolution condition should be met without AWG wire should be seen on the VDU.
pressing any functional key and should be online.

16 Penetration should be 35 mm thickness of steel or more. Scan the CTPin operational condition of machine of 35 mm
thickness of steel on VDU.

17 Continuous Electronics Zoom facility should be available to Scan the baggage and zoom in the facility eight times or
magnify the chosen area of an image eight times (8X) or more through zoom key from the key board.
more. Image features shall be keyboard controllable.

18 Video disply-18.5" or better LDC Monitor SVGA High To be checked through the technical literature.
resolution , low radiation ,flicker free, resolution at least

I I 1280*1024, 24 bit color real time processing. -. I



19

20

21

The machine should have features of multi-energy x-Ray
imaging facility where materials of different atomic number
will be displayed in different colures' to distinguish between
organic and inorganic materials. With this method to
distinguish high density organic materials including
explosives .machine should have variable colure or materials
stripping to facilitate the operator to monitor images of
organic materials for closer scrutiny. All suspicious items-
(explosive, high density, material narcotics
should be displayed in one mode and that should be on line.
Radiation safety:-The machine must comply with
requirements of health and safety regulation with regard to
mechanical electrical and radiation hazards. Before
installation of the machine, the supplier/manufacturer
should furnish relevant certificate from atomic energy
regulatory board of India regarding radiation safety .The
company manufacturing the equipment should have ISO
certification for manufacturing and servicing of x- ray
screening machines.
Film safety:- Guaranteed safety for high speed films up to
ISO 1600. The machine should be film safe in other words
photographic films must be damaged due to x- ray
examination.
Machine should be properly sealed from all the sides for
best proof. Dust proof cover is to be provided for covering
when system is not in use.

I I22

Scan the CTP and check the multi energy X-ray imaging
facility through the multi energy test (i.e. sugar & salt) to
distinguish inorganic & organic materials with the colors on
the VDO.

AERBcertificate be obtained from the Vendors.

AERBcertificate be obtained from the Vendors.

To be physically checked bv BOO.



23 Facility for variable contrast must be incorporate to allow Scan the baggage through X-ray machine and operate the
enhancement lighter and darker portion of the image. variable contract key for checking of enhancement of

darker portion of the image.
24 The machine should be so designed that software OEM certified to be obtained.

enhancement can be easily implemented to take care of
new technique in image processing and pattern recognition.

25 Full diagnostic built in test facility. All modals should have To be physically checked by BOO.
software controlled diagnosis report facility and system
should give printout if printer is connected.

26 All software features of machine should be online and To be physically checked by BOO.
password protect.

27 Machine should be capable for recalling 15 or more To be physically checked by BOO.
previous image.

28 It should have the capability of archiving 3000 or more To be physically checked by BOO.
images with date &time stamp.

29 Control desk with security housing and locking provision To be physically checked by BOO.
should be available. The operate personal identification
number can be entered the keyboard along with generation
of log.

30 Facility of image enhancement should be available. Scan the baggage through-ray machine and operate the
image enhancement key available on the keyboard.

31 All models should have online recording facility and image To be physically checked by BOO.
can be recorded in CD R/W or and USB and should be able
to view images so recorded on stand-alone Pc.

I



32 Lead impregnated safety screens should be available at AERBcertificate be obtained from the Vendors.
either ends of the tunnel. This should be covered by
relevant AERB certificate. Idle rollers to be provided at
either ends of the tunnel to facilitate placing of baggage at
input and output.

33 All software features should be controlled from key board To be physically checked by BOO.
and of machine only. Keyboard function should be user
friendly. To enable/disable the software features system
should not be rebooted.

34 If the machine fails to penetrate a particular item then an To be physically checked by BOO.
alarm video and audio both should be generated to notify
the operator.

35 The threat image projection (TIP) system software to be To be physically checked by the BOO as per Annexure-I.
incorporated in all x-Ray BISoperation as per detail given in
Annexure-I

36 Copy of all software including X-Ray Software with recovery X-Ray software with recovery CD be obtained from the
CD must be provided. vendor by the BOO.

37 Operating staff has to be provided free training. A written agreement be obtained from the vendor by the BOO.

38 Operating & service manual shall be provided with each machine. A written agreement be obtained from the vendor.
39 Other Features The features mentioned at 39(a),(b),(c),(d)&(e) to be

f) Edge & variable edge enhancement. physically checked by BOO after scanning the baggage
g) Inverse Video through X-Ray machine.
h) Set up time not more than 10 minutes. The feature 39(c) to be physically checked by the BOO.
i) Pseudo color Time should be noted from plugging the machine through
j) Date & Time display. electrical component to bring the machine in operation

condition.



Minimum Computer configuration
1.CPU: Should be able to deliver the output to meet the
specifications mentioned as above.
2.Hard Disk Drive: 500 HB 7200 rpm serial ATA HDD or
Better.
3. Mouse: Optical
4. Ports: 6 USB Ports (with at least 2 in Front), 1 Serial Port,
1 Parallel port, 1 PS/2 Keyboard and 1PS2Mouse Port, audio
ports for microphone and headphone in front.
4. CD-R/RW Drive: DVD Writer.
5. Networking facility: 10/100/1000 on board integrated
Network Port with remote booting facility remote system
installation, remote wake up, out of band management
using any standard management software.

~--~~~~----------~------------------------~-------------------- I
UPS:- 3KVA or better online with back- up time of Y2 hour to To be physically checked by the BOO.
whole system.

40

41.

TIPS FEATURE.

01 Tip software facility shall be incorporated in
the offered X-Ray machine to assist
supervisors in testing the operator alertness
and training X-ray screeners to improve their
ability in identifying specific threat object.
The system will create a threat object and
the same will be superimposed on the
monitor screen while a bag is being

Threat image projection.

All features To be checked through the technical literature
in addition t60 physical verification.

To be physically checked by the BOO.



screened. To acknowledge that the operator
has seen the false object, operator must
press the control panel key that will cause
the computer generated threat object to
disappear from x-rayed bag image on the
VDU screen. Each operators action shall be
recorded in the hard disc of the computer
for the auditing purpose by the supervisor or
other authorized person.
DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

02 Tip software should be compatible with I To be physically checked by the BOO.
other x-ray technologies such as automatic
reject unit. Dual X-ray screen technologies,
automatic treat recognition system etc. All x-
ray image functions must be available at the
same time along with the TIP.
IMAGE LIBRARY

03 The image library should have an image I To be physically checked by the BOO.
library containing at least 100 explosives
devices, 100knives and 100 firearms in
various sizes, shapes, locations and
orientation. However, the system shall have
facility to expand the library to incorporate
additional images by user without assistance
of the manufacture.



I I I I

04

05

06

The image library should contain image of I To be physically checked by the BOO.
threats at different orientations both plan
and end on orientation should be used.
Although these will be assigned different file
names and reference, it must be possible to
cross-reference these as the same threat. All
threat image Projection image must be
realistic, representative and non
distinguishable from real threat items.

Programming facility shall be available to I To be physically checked by the BOO.
project threat in different intervals. The time
period for threat image as well as image mix
in percentage shall be user programmable
e.g. software shall select 40% images of
explosive devices,35% of fire arms &25%
knives or random etc. s

Once the screener has responded to identify I To be physically checked by the BOO.
the computer generated threat image, it
should remain on the screen for a
predefined user programmatic feedback
message shall be visible to the screener.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

TIME INTERVAL



07

08

09

The threat image projection facility shall I To be physically checked by the BOO.
have detail of user data- base such as
Department name, screener name,
Organization, User ID Number, level of
access such screener, administrator,
Maintenance & Password etc.

Access to start up menu should be restricted I To be physically checked by the BOO.
only to the authorized individuals. A log- in
procedure by means of Password" or
"Security Key" could achieve restricted
access to each of the comment. The log-in
procedure should not take longer than 20
seconds. The system should have facility to
bypass the TIP facility, if programmed so by
the system administrator. It is to be ensured
that the TIP software shall not be hindrance
to normal functioning of X-ray machines.

When the operator logs-in or long- out I To be physically checked by the BOO.
message should be displayed on x-ray BIS
VDU Screen to confirm that the / she has
been correctly logged-in or logged-out.

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION



10

11

12

The threat image projection should be I To be physically checked by the BOO.
capable of giving feedback II HIT,MISS or
FALSEALARM" message. No message will be
presented if a screener correctly passed as
clear bag.
A IIHIT" message to be presented when a I To be physically checked by the BOO.
screener has correctly identified a Threat
image Projection Image. A IIMISS" message
shall be presented when screener fails to
identify the TIP image. A False Alarm"
message shall be given when screener
incorrectly indicate TIP image when in fact
no threat image projection is present. The
feedback should clearly indicate in a screen
that a tip object has been correctly
identified/ tip object has been missed/that a
TIP object has been missed/no TIP object
was present. Information should be
recorded in the database.

Different color coding shall be used for I To be physically checked by the BOO.
feedback to the Screener, It is recommended
that color code IIRed for MISS" Green for
IIHIT" and Yellow to False Alarm or interrupt"
be used.

FEED BACK REPORT



13

14

15

16

The system shall automatically prepare the I To be physically checked by the BOO.
daily log of events for each shift and for each
Screener performance. TIP log shall include
particulars of Name of Screener, Time &
date of threat image, weather threat image
was successfully indentified or missed etc.
The report on Threat Image Projection I To be physically checked by the BOO.
system may have date and time (From- to )
as per requirement. Screener particulars,
and decision/outcome i.e. MISS, HIT or False
Alarm in percentage as well in absolute
numbers, numbers of bags screened,
categories such as explosives devices knife
or weapon etc.
Asa standard practice, daily/weekly/monthly I To be physically checked by the BOO.
report shall be retrieved. Report shall be for
any given time and period, as per command

All data should be stored on the system for a I To be physically checked by the BOO.
minimum of two months after it has been
down loaded. No individual, regardless of
access rights to the Threat Image Projection
components would delete or amend any of
threat image Projection data or time L e.
Threat Image Projection data on the actual
X-ray machine will be read only file.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION



Annexure-B

REVISED DRAFT QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENT OF X- RAY BAGGAGE INSPECTION
SYSTEM (LARGE SIZE)

SL Revised Technical; Specifications
No.
i. Minimum Tunnel Size -100 cm W (with) X 100 cm (Height) or better
2. Conveyor belt speed should be between 0.18 and 0.3 meter per second.

Conveyor movement bidirectional.
3 All machine should operate on 230 VAC,50 Hz power supply and should be

able to withstand voltage fluctuation in the range of 170 V. Single phase ,3 to 5
Amp.

4 Conveyor capacity-200 kg or more.
5 Through put should be 200 bags per hours or more
6 Sensor>1000 diodes, L-shaped detector (folded array type), in case of

defective diode arrays, scanning should be disabled and error message should
be displayed on the screen.

7 X-Ray Voltage ..160 KV To 185 KV.
8 X-Ray source/generator-it should be capable to operate smoothly for a period

of at least six years.
9 Duty cycle-100%
10 The X-ray beam divergence should be such that the complete image at

maximum size of bag is displayed without corner cuts.
11 The radiation level should not exceed accepted health standard (O.lm R/Hr at

a distance of 5 CM from external housing). Relevant certificate from AERB.
12. The operating temperature should be OOCto 40oe.
13 STORAGETEMPRETURE OOCto so'c.
14 Humidity -90%non-condensing.
15 Resolution: The machine should be able to display single un-insulated tinned

copper wire of 42-SWG or 38-AWG. All penetration and resolution condition
should be met without pressing any functional key and should be online.

16 Penetration should be 35 mm thickness of steel or more.
17 Continuous Electronics Zoom facility should be available to magnify the chosen

area of an image eight times (8X) or more. Image features shall be keyboard
controllable.

18 Video disply-18.5"or better LDC Monitor SVGA High resolution, low radiation
,flicker free, resolution at least 1280*1024, 24 bit color real time processing.

19 The machine should have features of multi-energy x-Ray imaging facility where
materials of different atomic number will be displayed in different colures' to
distinguish between organic and inorganic materials. With this method to
distinguish high density organic materials including explosives .machine should
have variable colure or materials stripping to facilitate the operator to monitor
images of organic materials for closer scrutiny. All suspicious items-(explosive,
high density, material narcotics should be displayed in one mode and that
should be on line.



20 Radiation safety:-the machine must comply with requirements of health and
safety regulation with regard to mechanical electrical and radiation hazards.
Before installation of the machine, the supplier/manufacturer should furnish
relevant certificate from atomic energy regulatory board of India regarding
radiation safety .The company manufacturing the equipment should have ISO
certification for manufacturing and servicing of x- ray screening machines.

21 Film safety:- guaranteed safety for high speed films up to ISO 1600. The
machine should be film safe in other words photographic films must be
damaged due to x- ray examination.

22 Machine should be properly sealed from all the sides for best proof. Dust
proof cover is to be provided for covering when system is not in use.

23 Facility for variable contrast must be incorporate to allow enhancement lighter
and darker portion of the image.

24 The machine should be so designed that software enhancement can be easily
implemented to take care of new technique in image processing and pattern
recognition.

25 Full diagnostic built in test facility all modals should have software controlled
diagnosis report facility and system should give printout if printer is
connected.

26 All software features of machine should be online and password protect.
27 Machine should be capable for recalling 15 or more previous image.
28 It should have the capability of archiving 2000 or more images with date

&time stamp.
29 Control desk with security housing and locking provision should be available.

The operate personal identification number can be entered the keyboard
along with generation of log.

30 Facility of image enhancement should be available.
31 All models should have online recording facility and image can be recorded in

CD R/W or and USBand should be able to view images so recorded on stand-
alone rc.

32 lead impregnated safety screens should be available at either ends of the
tunnel. This should be covered by relevant AERBcertificate. Idle rollers to be
provided at either ends of the tunnel to facilitate placing of baggage at input
and output.

33 All software features should be controlled from key board and mouse of
machine Keyboard function should be user friendly. To enable/disable the
software features system should not be rebooted.

34 If the machine fails to penetrate a particular item then an alarm video and
audio both should be generated to notify the operator.

35 The threat image projection (TIP) system software TO BE INCORPORATEDIN
All x-Ray BISoperation as per detail given in Annexure-I

36 Copy of all software including X-Ray Software with recovery CD must be
provided.

37 Operating staff has to be provided free training.

38 Operating & service manual shall be provided with each machine.



39 Other Features
a) Edge & variable edge enhancement.
b) Inverse Video
c) Set up time not more than 10 minutes.
d) Pseudo color
e) Date & Time display.

40 Minimum Computer configuration
1.CPU: Should be able to deliver the output to meet the specifications
mentioned

as above.
1.Hard Disk Drive: 500 HB 7200 rpm serial ATA HDD or Better.
2. Mouse: Optical
3. Ports: 6 USB Ports (with at least 2 in Front), 1 Serial Port, 1 Parallel port, 1
PS/2

Keyboard and 1PS2Mouse Port, audio ports for microphone and headphone
in front.
4. CD-R/RW Drive: DVD Writer.
5. Networking facility 10/100/1000 on board integrated Network Port with
remote
booting facility remote system installation, remote wake up, out of band

management
using any standard management software.

41. UPS:- 3KVA or better online with back- up time of X hour to whole system.
TIPS Feature

01 Tip software facility shall be incorporated in the offered X-Ray machine to
assist supervisors in testing the operator alertness and training X-ray
screeners to improve their ability in identifying specific threat object. The
system will create a threat object and the same will be superimposed on
the monitor screen while a bag is being screened. To acknowledge that the
operator has seen the false object, operator must press the control panel
key that will cause the computer generated threat object to disappear
from x-rayed bag image on the VDU screen. Each operators action shall be
recorded in the hard disc of the computer for the auditing purpose by the
supervisor or other authorized person.

Threat Image Projection

DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
02 Tip software should be compatible with other x-ray technologies such as

automatic reject unit. Dual X-ray screen technologies, automatic treat
recognition system etc. All x-ray image functions must be available at the
same time along with the TIP..
IMAGE LIBRARY

03 The image library should have an image library containing at least 100
explosives devices, 100knives and 100 firearms in various sizes, shapes,
locations and orientation. However, the system shall have facility to
expand the library to incorporate additional images by user without
assistance of the manufacture.



04 The image library should contain image of threats at different orientations
both plan and end on orientation should be used. Although these will be
assigned different file names and reference, it must be possible to cross-
reference these as the same threat. All threat image Projection image must
be realistic, representative and non distinguishable from real threat items.
TIME INTERVAL

05 Programming facility shall be available to project threat in different
intervals. The time period for threat image as well as image mix in
percentage shall be user programmable e.g. software shall select 40%
images of explosive devices,3S% of non distinguishable from real threat
items.

06 Once the screener has responded to identify the computer generated
threat image, it should remain on the screen for a predefined user
programmatic feedback message shall be visible to the screener.

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
07 The threat image projection facility shall have detail of user data- base

such as Department name, screener name, Organization, User 10 Number,
level of access such screener, administrator, Maintenance & Password etc.

08 Access to start up menu should be restricted only to the authorized
individuals. A log- in procedure by means of Password" or "Security Key"
could achieve restricted access to each of the comment. The log-in
procedure should not take longer than 20 seconds. The system should
have facility to bypass the TIP facility, if programmed so by the system
administrator. It is to be ensured that the TIP software shall not be
hindrance to normal functioning of X-ray machines.

09 When the operator logs-in or long- out message should be displayed on x-
ray BIS VSU Screen to confirm that the / she has been correctly logged-in
or logged-out.
FEED BACK REPORT

10 The threat image projection should be capable of giving feedback "
HIT,MISS or FALSE ALARM" message. No message will be presented if a
screener correctly passed as clear bag.

11 A "HIT" message to be presented when a screener has correctly identified
a Threat image Projection Image. A "MISS" message shall be presented
when screener fails to identify the TIP image. A False Alarm" message shall
be given when screener incorrectly indicate TIP image when in fact no
threat image projection is present. The feedback should clearly indicate in
a screen that a tip object has been correctly identified/ tip object has been
missed/that a TIP object has been missed/no TIP object was present.
Information should be recorded in the database.

12 Different color coding shall be used for feedback to the Screener, It is
recommended that color code "Red for MISS" Green for "HIT" and Yellow
to False Alarm or interrupt" be used.

13 The system shall automatically prepare the daily log of events for each
shift and for each Screener performance. TIP log shall include particulars of
Name of Screener, Time & date of threat image, weather threat image was
successfully indentified or missed etc.



14 The report on Threat Image Projection system may have date and time
(From- to) as per requirement. Screener particulars, and decision/outcome
i.e. MISS, HIT or False Alarm in percentage as well in absolute numbers,
numbers of bags screened, categories such as explosives devices knife or
weapon etc.

15 As a standard practice, daily/weekly/monthly report shall be retrieved.
Report shall be for any given time and period, as per command.

16 All data should be stored on the system for a minimum of two months
after it has been down loaded. No individual, regardless of access rights to
the Threat Image Projection components would delete or amend any of
threat image Projection data or time L e. Threat Image Projection data on
the actual X-ray machine will be read only file.



Annexure- B
REVISED DRAFT TRIAL DIRECTIVE OF X- RAY BAGGAGE INSPECTIONSYSTEM (LARGE SIZE)
SI No. Revised Technical Specification Trial Directives
1. Minimum Tunnel Size - 100 cm W (with) X 100 To be physically by the BOO through

cm (Height) or better measuring instrument.
2. Conveyor belt speed should be between 0.18 To be physically by the BOO through

and 0.3 meter per second. Conveyor movement Tachometer.
bidirectional.

3. All machine should operate on 230 VAC ,50 Hz Plug the machine through electrical
power supply and should be able to withstand component and check the operation of
voltage fluctuation in the range of 170 V. Single the machine within the specified range
phase ,3 to 5 Amp. of power supply.

4. Conveyor capacity-200 kg or more. To be physically checked,
5. Through put should be 200 bags per hours or To be physically checked,

more
6. Sensor>1000 diodes, L-shaped detector (folded To be physically checked,

array type), in case of defective diode arrays,
scanning should be disabled and error message
should be displayed on the screen.

7. X-Ray Voltage ..160 KV To 185 KV. Plug the machine through electrical
component and verify the X-Ray voltage
on the screen of VDU.

8. X-Ray source/generator-it should be capable to An OEM certificate be obtained from
operate smoothly for a period of at least six the Vendor.
years.

9. Duty cycle-l00% An OEM certificate be obtained from
the Vendor.

10. The X-ray beam divergence should be such that Place the baggage in the tunnel of
the complete image at maximum size of bag is machine and see the image on VDU
displayed without corner cuts.

11. The radiation level should not exceed accepted An AERB certificate should be obtained
health standard (O.lm R/Hr at a distance of 5 from the Vendors.
CM from external housing). Relevant certificate
from AERB.

12. The operating temperature should be OoC to NABL certificate be obtained from the
40°e. Vendor.

13. STORAGE TEMPRETURE OoCto 50°e. NABL certificate be obtained from the
Vendor.

14. Humidity -90%non-condensing. NABL certificate be obtained from the
Vendor.

--
15. Resolution: The machine should be able to Scan the CTP in operational condition of

display single un-insulated tinned copper wire of machine without operating any
42-SWG or 38-AWG. All penetration and functional key, thereafter 42-SWG or
resolution condition should' be met without 38-AWG wire should be seen on the
pressing any functional key and should be VDU.
online.

16. Penetration should be 35 mm thickness of steel Scan the CTP in operational condition of
or more. machine of 35 mm thickness of steel on

VDU.
17. Continuous Electronics Zoom facility should be Scan the baggage and zoom in the

available to magnify the chosen area of an facility eight times or more through
image eight times (8X) or more. Image features zoom key from the key board.
shall be keyboard controllable.



18. Video disply-18.5"or better LDC Monitor SVGA
High resolution , low radiation ,flicker free,
resolution at least 1280*1024, 24 bit color real
time processing.

To be checked through the technical
literature.

19. The machine should have features of multi-
energy x-Ray imaging facility where materials of
different atomic number will be displayed in
different colures' to distinguish between organic
and inorganic materials. With this method to
distinguish high density organic materials
including explosives .machine should have
variable colure or materials stripping to facilitate
the operator to monitor images of organic
materials for closer scrutiny. All suspicious
items-(explosive, high density, material narcotics
should be displayed in one mode and that
should be on line.

Scan the CTP and check the multi
energy X-ray imaging facility through
the multi energy test (i.e. sugar & salt)
to distinguish inorganic & organic
materials with the colors on the VDO.

Radiation safety:-the machine must comply with
requirements of health and safety regulation
with regard to mechanical electrical and
radiation hazards .before installation of the
machine, the supplier/manufacturer should
furnish relevant certificate from atomic energy
regulatory board of India regarding radiation
safety .The company manufacturing the
equipment should have ISO certification for
manufacturing and servicing of x- ray screening
machines.

AERB certificate be obtained from the
Vendors.

21. Film safety:- guaranteed safety for high speed
films up to ISO 1600. The machine should be film
safe in other words photographic films must be
damaged due to x- ray examination.

AERB certificate be obtained from the
Vendors.

22. Machine should be properly sealed from all the
sides for best proof . Dust proof cover is to be
provided for covering when system is not in use.

To be physically checked by BOO.

23. Facility for variable contrast must be incorporate
to allow enhancement lighter and darker
portion of the image.

Scan the baggage through X-ray
machine and operate the variable
contract key for checking of
enhancement of darker portion of the
image.

24. The machine should be so designed that
software enhancement can be easily
implemented to take care of new technique in
image processing and pattern recognition.

OEM certified to be obtained.

25. Full diagnostic built in test facility all modals
should have software controlled diagnosis
report facility and system should give printout if
printer is connected.

To be physically checked by BOO.

26. All software features of machine should be
online and password protect.

To be physically checked by BOO.

27. Machine should be capable for recalling 15 or
more previous image.

To be physically checked by BOO.

--'---



28. It should have the capability of archiving 2000 or To be physically checked by BOO.
more images with date &time stamp.

29. Control desk with security housing and locking To be physically checked by BOO.
provision should be available. The operate
personal identification number can be entered
the keyboard along with generation of log.

30. Facility of image enhancement should be Scan the baggage through-ray machine
available. and operate the image enhancement

key available on the keyboard.

3l. All models should have online recording facility To be physically checked by BOO.
and image can be recorded in CD R/W or and
USB and should be able to view images so
recorded on stand-alone Pc.

32. Lead impregnated safety screens should be AERB certificate be obtained from the
available at either ends of the tunnel. This Vendors.
should be covered by relevant AERB certificate.
Idle rollers to be provided at either ends of the
tunnel to facilitate placing of baggage at input
and output.

33. All software features should be controlled from To be physically checked by BOO.
key board and mouse of machine Keyboard
function should be user friendly. To
enable/disable the software features system
should not be rebooted.

34. If the machine fails to penetrate a particular To be physically checked by BOO.
item then an alarm video and audio both should
be generated to notify the operator.

35. The threat image projection (TIP) system To be physically checked by the BOO as
software to be incorporated in all x-Rav BIS per Annexure-I.
operation as per detail given in Annexure-I

36. Copy of all software including X-Ray Software X-Ray software with recovery CD be
with recovery CD must be provided. obtained from the Vendor by the BOO.

37. Operational training:-Operating staff has to be A written agreement be obtained from
provided free training. the Vendor by the BOO.

38. Operating & service manual shall be provided A written agreement be obtained from
with each machine. the Vendor.

39. Other Features The features mentioned at 39(a), (b), (d)
f) Edge & variable edge enhancement. & (e) to be physically checked by the
g) Inverse Video BOO after scanning the baggage
h) Set up time not more than 10 minutes. through X-Ray machine.
i) Pseudo color The feature 39© to be physically
j) Date & Time display. checked by the BOO. Time should be

noted from plugging the machine in
operation condition.



40. Minimum Computer configuration
1.CPU: Should be able to deliver the output to
meet the specifications mentioned as above.
2.Hard Disk Drive: 500 HB 7200 rpm serial ATA
HDD or Better.
2. Mouse: Optical
3. Ports: 6 USB Ports (with at least 2 in Front), 1
Serial Port, 1 Parallel port, 1 PS/2
Keyboard and lPS2 Mouse Port, audio ports for
microphone and headphone in front.
4. CD-R/RW Drive: DVD Writer.
5. Networking facility 10/100/1000 on board
integrated Network Port with remote booting
facility remote system installation, remote wake
up, out of band management using any standard
management software.

All features to be checked through
technical literature in addition to
physical verification.

41. UPS: - 3KVA or better online with back- up time
of X hour to whole system.

To be physically checked by the BOO.

TIPS Feature
Threat Image Projection

01 Tip software facility shall be incorporated in the
offered X-Ray machine to assist supervisors in
testing the operator alertness and training X-ray
screeners to improve their ability in identifying
specific threat object. The system will create a
threat object and the same will be
superimposed on the monitor screen while a
bag is being screened. To acknowledge that the
operator has seen the false object, operator
must press the control panel key that will cause
the computer generated threat object to
disappear from x-rayed bag image on the VDU
screen. Each operators action shall be recorded
in the hard disc of the computer for the auditing
purpose by the supervisor or other authorized
person.

To be physically checked by the BOO.

DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
02 Tip software should be compatible with other x-

ray technologies such as automatic reject unit.
Dual X-ray screen technologies, automatic treat
recognition system etc. All x-ray image functions
must be available at the same time along with
the TIP.

To be phys1cally checked by the BOO

IMAGE LIBRARY
03 The image library should have an image library

containing at least 100 explosives devices,
100knives and 100 firearms in various sizes,
shapes, locations and orientation. However, the
system shall have facility to expand the library to
incorporate additional images by user without
assistance of the manufacture.

To be physically checked by the BOO



04 The image library should contain image of To be physically checked by the BOO
threats at different orientations both plan and
end on orientation should be used. Although
these will be assigned different file names and
reference, it must be possible to cross-reference
these as the same threat. All threat image
Projection image must be realistic,
representative and non distinguishable from
real threat items.

TIME INTERVAL
05 Programming facility shall be available to project To be physically checked by the BOO

threat in different intervals. The time period for
threat image as well as image mix in percentage
shall be user programmable e.g. software shall
select 40% images of explosive devices,3S% of
non distinguishable from real threat items.

06 Once the screener has responded to identify the To be physically checked by the BOO
computer generated threat image, it should
remain on the screen for a predefined user
programmatic feedback message shall be visible
to the screener.

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
07 The threat image projection facility shall have To be physically checked by the BOO

detail of user data- base suce as Department
name, screener name, Organization, User 10
Number, level of access such screener,
administrator, Maintenance & Password etc.

08 Access to start up menu should be restricted To be physically checked by the BOO
only to the authorized individuals. A log- in
procedure by means of Password" or "Security
Key" could achieve restricted access to each of
the comment. The log-in procedure should not
take longer than 20 SECONDS. The system
should have facility to bypass the TIP facility, if
programmed so by the system administrator. It
is to be ensured that the TIP software shall not
be hindrance to normal functioning of X-ray
machines.

FEED BACK REPORT
09 When the operator logs-in or long- out message To be physically checked by the BOO

should be displayed on x-ray BIS VSU Screen to
confirm that the / she has been correctly logged-
in or logged-out.

10 The threat image projection should be capable To be physically checked by the BOO
of giving feedback" HIT,MISS or FALSEALARM"
message. No message will be presented if a
screener correctly passed as clear bag.



11 A "HIT" message to be presented when a To be physically checked by the BOO
screener has correctly identified a Threat image
Projection Image. A "MISS" message shall be
presented when screener fails to identify the TIP
image. A False Alarm" message shall be given
when screener incorrectly indicate TIP image
when in fact no threat image projection is
present. The feedback should clearly indicate in
a screen that a tip object has been correctly
identified/ tip object has been missed/that a TIP
object has been missed/no TIP object was
present. Information should be recorded in the
database.
Different color coding shall be used for feedback To be physically checked by the BOO
to the Screener, It is recommended that color
code "Red for MISS" Green for "HIT" and Yellow
to False Alarm or interrupt" be used.~-----~----------------~------------------r-----------------------------~

13 The system shall automatically prepare the daily To be physically checked by the BOO
log of events for each shift and for each
Screener performance. TIP log shall include
particulars of Name of Screener, Time & date of
threat image, weather threat image was
successfully indentified or missed etc.

12

14 The report on Threat Image Projection system To be physically checked by the BOO
may have date and time (From- to ) as per
requirement. Screener particulars, and
decision/out come i. e. MISS, HIT or False Alarm
in percentage as well in absolute numbers,
numbers of bags screened, categories such as
explosives devices knife or weapon etc.

15 As a standard practice, daily/weekly/monthly To be physically checked by the BOO
report shall be retrieved. Report shall be for any
given time and period, as per command.

16 All data should be stored on the system for a To be physically checked by the BOO
minimum of two months after it has been down
loaded. No individual, regardless of access rights
to the Threat Image Projection components
would delete or amend any of threat image
Projection data or time i. e. Threat Image
Projection data on the actual X-ray machine will
be read only file.

(BOO- Board of officer.)



Annexure-c
QRs FOR MICRO UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICAL (UAV) SYSTEM(60 minutes)

SN Parameter Specification

1 Micro UAV system Should consist of the fallowing sub-systems:-
1.1 UAV bird with battery pack
1.2 Ground control station with data link equipment
1.3 Daylight camera payload
1.4 Night camera payload
1.5 Universal battery charger with power supply system
2 Micro UAV characteristics:-
2.1 Role Surveillance, reconnaissance and detection during

day &night.
2.2 Launch and recovery I-vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)from within an

mode area of 25x25m clearing or less.
ii- payload should not damage during recovery of
UAV

2.3 AURAL SIGNATURE =/<40 dbs at 300 meters above Ground Level
2.4 Payload carrying Should have capability to carry electro optic (EO)

capability for day and thermal imager(TI) for night one at a
time or integrated day &night payload
(as per user requirement)

2.5 Flight mode a) Fully autonomous vertical take off.
b) Fully autonomous vertical landing.
c) hover at defined waypoint
d) autonomous waypoint navigation (pre-

defined as well as dynamically adjustable
waypoint during flight)

e) Remote piloted mode for video based user
navigation.

f) Vision based autonomous target tracking of
fixed and moving targets.

g) Should be controllable in real time from the
GCSup to recovery.

h) Fully autonomous and stabilized.



2.6 Endurance 60 minutes or more with all payloads at mean sea I
level.

2.7 Operating altitude 400m AGL (ABOVEGROUND LEVEL)or more.
2.8 Launch altitude 2000m ASML (above mean sea level) or more
2.9 Range of operation Minimum 5 km line of sight.
2.10 Cruise speed 25 km/h or more
2.11 Operating wind a) take off:20 km/h or more

conditions b) landing:20km/h or more
c) operate:20km/h or more

2.12 Failsafe feature a) automatic return to home on
communication failure

b) automatic return to home/land on low
battery

c) Multiple GPSon-board for GPSfailure
redundancy.

2.13 Propulsion system Electrical with rechargeable batteries
3 Payload characteristics
3.1 Payloads required a) electro optics (EO) for day (color)

b) thermal imager(TI) for night
c) integrated day & night payload

(as per user requirement)
3.2 Payload and video a) all payload should be gimbals stabilized on-

stabilization board
b) Video output should be digitally stabilized at

all zoom levels.
c) quality of video should not be affected by

UAV vibrations
3.3 Electro optic(EO) a) Color camera with 360° pan and 90° tilt

daylight payload control during flight.
a) Resolution l280x720 pixel or better.

b) optical zoom: lOx zoom with minimum
FOV=<5°, maximum FOV >=45°(wide
field).digital zoom:4x

c) Should be able to detect human size
target at 750 meter slant or more.



3.4 Thermal imager (TI) a) thermal camera with 360 pan and 90 tilt
night payload control during flight

b) resolution: 640x480 pixel or better
c) white/black hot modes
d) digital zoom: 4x or more
e) should be able to detect human size

target at 400 meter slant or more
3.5 Night recovery Switchable (from GCS)LEDlight when operating

beacon with night payload
4 Ground control station characteristics:-
4.1 Option-l: GCSshould have MIL-STD-810G or better and IPsl or better,

semi rugged laptop.
Option-2: GCSshould have MIL-STD-810G or better and IP6s or better
rugged laptop.(as per user requirement)

4.2 Computing hardware :-
CPU Intel core is v pro processor, 2.3 GHz or better
storage Minimum 500 GB
Memory 2 GB or more
display Minimum 10 inch-l024x768 XGA sunlight readable

screens, anti glare.
Keyboard & input Touch screen

4.3 Battery operation Minimum 2 hour at peak utilization.
4.4 Battery charging time Should be less than 3.5 hours

ofGCS
4.5 Data portability Port for data transfer to external secondary

storage device
4.6 interface VGA/HDMI, USB/l0/l00/l000 Ethernet.
4.7 capability a - transmit control commands to UAV

b - Receive UAV flight and propulsion parameters.
C- Receive display and record real time day and
night video from UAV.
d- capability to control UAV while on the move

4.8 GCSapplication A - Geographic map along with UAV location, UAV
software trajectory, camera view polygon, waypoints and

flight plan.
b- real time video from the UAV with onscreen

display of important parameters like:-



1- coordinate of target
2- Ground altitude of target.
3- UAV position

4- height of UAV above ground level
5- Distance of UAV from GCS.
6- Bearing (azimuth) of UAV from agcs.
7- Ground speed of UAV.
8- UAV heading /true north indication
9- mission time
c- Geographic map and real time video should be
displayed at all times during the flight.
d- Geographic map and real time video views
should be resizable and/or switchable to allow
user to switch between big map/small video and
small map/big video views through a single click/
button input.
e- Artificial horizon indicating UAV altitude.
f- Switchable between 20/30 views, capability to
tilt/ rotate 3D map as per user input.

4.9 Map formats A - Should have the capability to integrate geo-
reference raster maps provided in at least one of
the commonly used digital map formats (GIF, TIFF,
DTEOand SRTM etc.)
b- Should be able to work with Google maps,

application should have the capacity to download
maps automatically after specifying location GPS
co- ordination.

4.10 Payload control A - selection and switch on/off payload
b- pan/tilt/zoom controls.
c- Point payload to ground co-ordinate function.
d- recording on/off
e- Switch off/on night recovery beacon.

4.11 Joystick control 1- full camera control .pan/tilt/zoorn in/zoom out,
black/white hot
2- RPV mode
2- altitude control



4.12 video A - video should be recorded in any commonly
portable video format (AVI/MPEG/MP4 etc)
b- Video of the full flight should be recorded.
c- Should have capability to take image snapshots
at any time during flight.
d- Software should be provided that will facilitate
extraction of imagery from the recorded video post
flight.

4.13 Pre-flight checks Self test of UAV system ,output: go/no go
5 Communication link
5.1 Communication link 1- Transmit control commands from GCSto UAV.

equipment capability 2- Transmit parameter of UAV and payload to GCS.
3- Transmit day and night video from UAV TO GCS

5.2 Type of link Secured digital uplink &downlink with AES
encryption

5.3 Frequency band System should operate on S & Cfrequency band
uplink and down link, preferably on license free
band i.e. 2.4 GHz to 5.8 GHz.

6 General system requirement
6.1 weight The weight of complete micro UAV bird including

battery pack & one payload should =< 6 kg.
6.2 Assembly/disassembly Lessthan 10 minutes.

times
6.3 Life of micro UAV The total technical life of micro UAV should not be

less than 500 landing.
6.4 Environmental The UAV and associated systems should be

condition for certified for operation and storage for fallowing
operation and storage environment condition.

1- damp heat 400 C at RH not less than 95%
2- operating temperature& storage temperature:
-10 °Cto +550 C

3 - ability to withstand dust, drizzle and humid
condition

6.5 Portability and The micro UAV should be battery operated
operation portable, light in weight compact for day and night

surveillance, capable of being carried and operated
by two men.



6.6 Batte ry of AV The intelligence standard lithium based battery
pack should have the backup of minimum 60
minutes.

6.7 Battery charger of AV SUITABLEuniversal battery charger to charge the
BATIERY batteries within the two to three hours.

6.8 accessories a - water proof back packs IP66:1 SET
b - FIELDREPAIRkit: 1 no's
c - lithium based battery packs: 3 no's
d- spare propeller sets: 2 .10'S
e- spare landing gear sets: 2 no's
f- associated cables& mounting: 1 set
g- hard transportation boxes: 1 no.
h- user, technical & maintenance manual: 1 set---
I - log book:l set



Annexure- C

TRIAL DIRECTIVES OF MICRO UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICAL(UAV) SYSTEM(60 minutes)

Trial/technical evaluation of UAV will be conducted by a Board of Officers (B.O.O.) TO assess actual
performance of the equipment.

2. all parameters/specifications mentioned in Ors will be checked by the Board of Officers in the
presence of representative of firm.

i-physically check:- in this category I specification of the equipment will be checked physically as
per QRs.

ii - Practically check:-the representative of firm will show all the features/configuration of the
equipment to the board of officers during trial.

iii - Submission of certificates:- firm will provide certificate from govt.lab or DRDO or NABL
accredited or ILAC accredited laboratory which are mentioned in respective parameters.

SN Parameter I Specification Trial directives
1 Micro UAV system should consist of the fallowing sub-systems:-
1.1 UAV BIRD with battery pack board will check
1.2 GCSwith data link equipment physically and
1.3 Daylight camera payload practically
1.4 Night camera payload
1.5 Universal battery charger with power supply system

--- --------



2 Micro UAV characteristics
2.1 Role Surveillance, reconnaissance and detection during day board will check

&night. practically
2.2 Launch and recovery I-vertical take off and landing (VTOL)from within an Board will check practically

mode area of 25x25m clearing or less.
ii- payload should not damage during recovery of UAV

2.3 AURALSIGNATURE =/<40 dbs at 300 meters above Ground Level The firm will submit
certificate of Govt. lab or
DRDOor NABL or ILAC
accredited laboratory.

2.4 Payload carrying Should have capability to carry electro optic (EO)for day Board will check practically

capability and thermal imager(TI) for night one at a time or
integrated day &night payload
(as per user requirement)

2.5 Flight mode a- fully autonomous vertical takeoff. Board will check practically

b - Fully autonomous vertical landing. Board will check practically

c- hover at defined waypoint Board will check practically

d - autonomous waypoint navigation (pre-defined as Board will check practically

well as dynamically adjustable waypoint during flight)
e -remote piloted mode for video based user navigation. Board will check practically

f -vision based autonomous target tracking of fixed and Board will check practically

moving targets.
g - Should be controllable in real time from the GCSup Board will check practically

to recovery.
h -fully autonomous and stabilized. Board will check practically

!



2.6 Endurance 60 minutes or more with all payloads at mean sea I Board will check practically

level. with maximum payload up
to launch altitude of 1000
meter above Mean Sea
Level(ASML)

2.7 Operating altitude 400m AGL{ABOVE GROUND LEVEL)OR MORE. Board will check practically

2.8 Launch altitude 2000 m ASML (above mean sea level) or more Firm will submit OEM
certificate.

2.9 Range of operation Minimum 5 km lone of sight. Board will check practically

2.10 Cruise speed 25 km/h or more Board will check practically

2.11 Operating wind a-take off:20 km/h or more Board will check practically

conditions b-landing:20km/h or more or Firm will also submit

c-operate:20km/h or more OEM certificate

2.12 Failsafe feature a-automatic return to home on communication failure Board will check practically

b-automatic return to home/land on low battery Board will check practically

C-Multiple GPS on-board for GPSfailure redundancy. Firm will submit OEM certificate.

2.13 Propulsion system Electrical with rechargeable batteries Board will check practically

3 Payload characteristics
3.1 Payloads required a-electro optics (EO) for day (color) Board will check practically

b-thermal imager{TI) for night after fitting the required

c-integrated day & night payload{as per user payloads and ensure that

requirement)
UAV working satisfactory.

3.2 Payload and video a-all payload should be gimbals stabilized on-board Board will check practically

stabilization b-Video output should be digitally stabilized at all zoom all parameters.

levels.
c-quality of video should not be affected by UAV
vibrations

I



3.3 Electro optic(EO) a-Color camera with 360° pan and 90° tilt control during Board will check practically

daylight payload flight. and ensure day payload

b-Resolution l280x720 pixel or better. working as per their

c-optical zoom: lOx zoom with minimum FOV=<so,
parameters and firm will
also submit OEM certificate

maximum FOV>=4so(wide field).digital zoom:4x for resolution and FOV.
d-Should be able to detect human size target at 750
meter slant or more.

3.4 Thermal imager (TI) a-thermal camera with 360 pan and 90 tilt control Board will check practically

night payload during flight and ensure NIGHT payload

b-resolution: 640x480 pixel or better working as per their

c-white/black hot modes
parameters and firm will
also submit OEM certificate

d-digital zoom: 4x or more for resolution and FOV.

e-should be able to detect human size target at 400
meter slant or more

3.5 Night recovery Switchable (from GCS)LEDlight when operating with Board will check practically

beacon night payload
4 Ground control station characteristics:-

4.1 Option-l: GCSshould have MIL-STD-8l0G or better and IPsl or better, semi The firm will submit

rugged laptop. certificate of Govt. lab or

Option-2: GCSshould have MIL-STD-8l0G or better and IP6s or better rugged NABL or ILACaccredited

laptop.(as per user requirement)
laboratory.

I I .__ . I



4.2 Computing hardware :-
CPU Intel core is v pro processor, 2.3 GHz or better Board will check practically

storage Minimum 500 GB or Firm will also submit

Memory 2 GBor more OEM certificate

display Minimum 10 inch-1024x768 XGAsunlight readable
screen, anti glare.

Keyboard & input Touch screen
4.3 Battery operation Minimum 2 hour at peak utilization. Board will check practically

4.4 Battery charging time Should be less than 3.5 hours Board will check practically

ofGCS
4.5 Data portability Port for data transfer to external secondary storage Board will check practically

device
4.6 interface VGA/HDML, USB/10/100/1000 Ethernet. Board will check practically

4.7 capability a - transmit control commands to UAV Board will check practically

b - Receive UAV flight and propulsion parameters.
C- Receive display and record real time day and night
video from UAV.
d- capability to control UAV while on the move

4.8 GCSapplication a-Geographic map along with UAV location, UAV trajectory, Board will check practically

software camera view polygon, waypoints and flight plan.
b- real time video from the UAV with onscreen display

of important parameters like:-
1- coordinate of target
2- Ground altitude of target.
3- UAV position

4- height of UAV above groundlevel
5- Distance of UAV from GCS. I



6- Bearing (azimuth) of UAV from agcs.
7- Ground speed of UAV.
8- UAV heading /true north indication
9- mission time
c- Geographic map and real time video should be Board will check practically

displayed at all times during the flight.
d- Geographic map and real time video views should be
resizable and/or switchable to allow user to switch
between big map/small video and small map/big video
views through a single click/ button input.
e- Artificial horizon indicating UAV altitude.
f- Switchable between 2D/3D views, capability to tilt/
rotate 3D map as per user input.

4.9 Map formats a- Should have the capability to integrate geo-reference Board will check practically

raster maps provided in at least one of the commonly
used digital map formats (GIF,TIFF,DTEDand SRTM
etc.)
b- Should be able to work with Google maps,

application should have the capacity to download maps
automatically after specifying location GPSCO-
ordination.

4.10 Payload control a - selection and switch on/off payload Board will check practically

b- pan/tilt/zoom controls.
c- Point payload to ground co-ordinate function.
d- recording on/off
e- Switch off/on night recovery beacon.



4.11 Joystick control 1- full camera control .pan/tilt/zoorn in/zoom out, Board will check practically

black/white hot
2- altitude control

4.12 video a - video should be recorded in any commonly portable Board will check practically

video format (AVI/MPEG/MP4 etc)
b- Video of the full flight should be recorded.
c- Should have capability to take image snapshots at any
time during flight.
d- Software should be provided that will facilitate
extraction of imagery from the recorded video post
flight.

4.13 Pre-flight checks Self test of UAV system .output: go/no go Board will check practically

5 Communication link
5.1 Communication link 1-Transmit control commands from GCSto UAV. Board will check practically

equipment capability 2- Transmit parameter of UAV and payload to GCS.
3- transmit day and night video from UAV TO GCS

5.2 Type of link Secured digital uplink &downlink with AESencryption Board will check practically

5.3 Frequency band System should operate on S& Cfrequency band uplink Board will check practically

and down link, preferably on license free band i.e. 2.4
GHzto 5.8 GHz.

6 General system requirement
6.1 weight The weight of complete micro UAV bird including Board will check practically

battery pack & one payload should =< 6 kg.

-
6.2 Assembly/disassembly Lessthan 10 minutes. Board will check practically

times



6.3 Life of micro UAV The total technical life of micro UAV should not be less firm will submit OEM

than 500 landing. certificate

6.4 Environmental The UAV and associated systems should be certified for The firm will submit

condition for operation and storage for fallowing environment certificate of Govt. lab or

operation and storage condition. NABLor ILACaccredited

1- damp heat 400 Cat RHnot less than 95%
laboratory.

2- operating temperature& storage temperature:
-10 °c to +550 C

3 - ability to withstand dust, drizzle and humid
condition

6.5 Portability and The micro UAV should be battery operated portable, Board will check practically

operation light in weight compact for day and night surveillance,
capable of being carried and operated by two men.

6.6 Battery of AV The intelligence standard lithium based battery pack Board will check practically

should have the backup of minimum 60 minutes. or Firm will also submit
OEM certificate

6.7 Battery charger of AV SUITABLEuniversal battery charger to charge the Board will check practically

BATIERY batteries within the two to three hours.
6.8 accessories a - water proof back packs IP66:1 SET Board will check physically

b - FIELDREPAIRkit: 1 no's
c-lithium based battery packs: 3 no's--
d- spare propeller sets: 2 no's
e- spare landing gear sets: 2 no's
f- associated cables& mounting: 1 set
g- hard transportation boxes: 1 no.
h- user, technical & maintenance manual: 1 set
I -log book:l se5

- I


